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At Home with Designers and
Tastemakers: Creating Beautiful and
Personal Interiors is noted design
book author Susanna Salk’s latest title.
With photography by Stacey Bewkes,
this tome takes readers through
the incredible homes of designers,
celebrities, and creatives alike.
Through his experience in product
design, interiors, and as former
creative director of Ralph Lauren
Home, Billy Cotton has become
a trusted name in the home
industry. His debut book, Billy
Cotton: Interior & Design Work,
documents his career thus far.
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SAY GOODBYE TO
CLOGGED GUTTERS!

The editors of digital shelter
magazine Rue present Home with
Rue: Style for Everyone. Featuring
projects across a range of styles
and budgets as well as how-to
resources, this title is meant to
inspire and instruct. To be
released May 24.
The Collected Cottage is designer
Kathryn Crisp Greeley’s second
book. Set primarily at her North Carolina
home, Chestnut Cottage, the title offers
inspiration for gatherings alongside
cherished recipes and historical tidbits
behind various tabletop collections. To
be released in June.
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Vibrant Interiors: Living Large
at Home is designer Andrea
Monath Schumacher’s first book.
Inside, projects brimming with color,
pattern, and personality embody
the Colorado-based creative’s bold
aesthetic. To be released May 17.

This past September, Arkansas native
John Phifer Marrs released his first
book, Interiors for Collectors. An
ode to his love of antiques, traditional
interiors, and artful displays, Marrs
instructs readers on how to choose
collections, then edit and organize
them into thoughtful arrangements.

These recent and forthcoming releases are available at
your favorite booksellers or design showrooms.
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